Maryland RGCI Study

My comments about this process are limited to the impact at our facility. When this project was built we selected the lowest impact to the environment. This mean the emission levels from the facility are well below normal plants of this size. It doing this we incurred a rather large expense ensuring the facility was environmentally friendly. To place further restriction on this facility would impact our operations.

Our concern is how the allocations are assigned. With the rapid changes in the energy markets our utilization may greatly increase in the up coming years. To only look at prior year’s operation and not take into consideration the technology use during the construction of the facility would be a mistake. Any environmental program must take into consideration a pound per hour rate not just tons per year. Currently our emission rates on a pound per hour are far below any power production facility in this state. To implement a program without this consideration would not be in the best interest of the public.

For further information on our facility please give us a call.
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